Radon as source of background
The radioactive daughter isotopes of radon form an important background source in many low-event rate experiments. Among those neutrino and dark matter experiments rank and we will focus on the ones using liquid xenon as detection medium (for example [1] - [5] ). Radon is created by the decay of radium that, being part of the primordial decay chains of thorium and uranium, is present in many materials used for detector construction. Once created, radon can emanate from the material into the xenon reservoir either driven by the recoil energy released in the decay or by diffusion. In the latter case, also radon atoms from deeper material layers can reach the surface. No stable isotopes of radon exist in nature and the one having by far the longest half life is 222 Rn with T 1/2 = 3.8 days -sufficient time to travel long distances before its decay. This long half-life in combination with the nonexistence of radon shielding possibilities could turn radon into the dominant background source in future large scale xenon detectors. In Fig. 1 the decay chain of 222 Rn is shown, on which we will concentrate in the following discussion. Usually the β decaying isotopes within the chain are the crucial background contributors to dark matter search and neutrinoless double beta decay experiments. Thereby the decays subsequent to 214 Po are only present if the detector material is exposed to a large radon concentration and a significant amount of radon daughters plate out on the surface. Otherwise they are suppressed due to the long half-life of 210 Pb. Those large radon concentrations can be typically reached in air and not from the emanation of the detector material itself. The decay of the out-plated radon daughters at the edges of the detector can generate background events, whereby also the α decaying isotopes can contribute as their signal can be degraded. If we only consider decays up to 210 Po, the two remaining β decaying isotopes are 214 Bi and 214 Pb. The latter one is most important in dark matter search [6] . Because of its lower Q-value in comparison with 214 Bi, its decay rate is the highest in the typical region of interest (< 70 keV). In the search for neutrinoless double β decay the 214 Bi decay is most important, since it has a γ line (2448 keV) near the ββ Q-value of 136 Xe [4] . By making use of the 214 Bi -214 Po coincidence a large part (typically >50% [1] [4]) of the decays can be tagged if the 214 Bi decay happens in a sensitive detection region. The α decaying isotopes within the chain usually don't contribute to the radon induced background because their decay energies are in the MeV region and mono energetic, which makes them easy to identify in the data analysis. By measuring their rates one can set limits on the β decay rates, that can differ among each other, even though the decay chain is in equilibrium [1] - [3] . The different daughter isotopes of 222 Rn can stay positively charged after the decay and hence accumulate at the cathode or detector edges, whereby they are removed from the sensitive region [8] [1]. 
Radon screening
One method to mitigate the radon induce background is a careful material selection of radio-pure materials. A common way is γ spectroscopy to measures the 214 Bi and 214 Pb decay rates, from which the total expected 222 Rn rate can be inferred. However, this expected rate can differ from the actual emanating 222 Rn rate because the radon atoms might be inhomogeneously distributed in the material. Additionally, the emanation rate depends on the radon diffusion length in the particular material. Therefore, it is more favorable to perform an actual 222 Rn emanation measurement [9] [10] [11] . In a first step the sample is enclosed in an evacuated vessel that is then filled with radon cleaned carrier gas, typically helium. After some days, it is extracted together with the radon atoms that emanated from the sample. In a next step the carrier gas and impurities, that also emanate from the sample (e.g. organic outgassing) are removed from the radon atoms by means of gas chromatography. In the end the cleaned sample is filled into an alpha detector together with counting gas (typically ArCH 4 ). By measuring the α decays one can infer the radon emanation rate of the sample. Miniaturized proportional counter can be used as alpha detector featuring a low background of ∼ 1 count/day and a high sensitivity of 20 µBq [12] . Another possibility are electrostatic radon monitors that measure the decay of 222 Rn daughters with a PIN diode. Radon monitors have the advantage that one can measure big gas samples (O(100 l)) on-line.
Radon removal techniques
Once the detector is constructed the radon emanation rate is set. A further radon reduction could be achieved by so-called radon removal system integrated in the xenon recirculation loop that continuously separates the xenon from radon atoms. The radon atoms are retained until their disintegration and only xenon can pass and be flushed back into the detector. However, the similar physical properties of xenon and radon hamper their separation. Furthermore, depending on the exact location of the radon sources within the detector system large recirculation fluxes are needed to flush the radon atoms out of the sensitive volume before they decay. Those high recirculation fluxes of O(100 STPM) imply further technical challenges like a sufficient recirculation pump performance. Adsorption and cryogenic distillation are two promising approaches for radon removal as explained in the following.
Adsorption
Radon removal by adsorption has been mainly investigated by several groups [13] [6] [14] . (Physical) adsorption is based on the van-der-Waals forces and polarizability of the atoms and the mentioned groups studied activated carbons as adsorbents as they have a large surface area and a micropore volume. The XMASS collaboration proved that radon atoms can be retained in cooled activated carbon and thereby sufficiently removed from xenon. It was also shown that the radon selfemanation of the adsorbent itself ultimately limits the radon reduction power. The adsorption capacity of different adsorbents was systematically investigated in [6] . Besides the potential high radon self-emanation of the adsorbent one has to consider the rather high adsorption capacity of xenon. Measurements in [9] showed that the mass of adsorbed xenon per charcoal mass is about 1.3 g/g at a pressure of 1 bar and a temperature of −80 • C . Therefore a larger amount of additional xenon would be required in the detector because a fraction will be always adsorbed.
Cryogenic distillation
Cryogenic distillation is already successfully applied in the separation of xenon from 85 Kr, which is another important internal background source in liquid xenon experiments [15] - [17] . In the distillation process, the more volatile component of a binary liquid (e.g. a xenon and radon mixture) gets enriched in the gas blanket above the liquid surface. In case of a xenon/radon mixture, xenon is the more volatile component and enriched in the gas phase. In [18] a 222 Rn reduction factor of R > 4 is measured in the boil-off xenon gas with respect to to the radon enriched liquid phase. This result can be understood as a single-stage distillation process. In the framework of the XENON100 experiment, the 222 Rn reduction power was increased by operating an on-line multi-stage distillation column integrated in the detector recirculation system [19] . The column was originally developed for the krypton-xenon separation in XENON100 and run in reversed mode to separate radon from xenon. A radon reduction factor of R > 27 (95 % C.L.) was determined for the distillation column. First tests in the successor experiment XENON1T showed a 222 Rn reduction by ∼ 20 % by looping only a small fraction of the recirculation flow [20] through a distillation column. Further studies are ongoing for the construction of a dedicated radon distillation column that can also handle higher recirculation flows.
